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• Identify the changes to a
previous template
				

Automated comparison tool to identify changes between databases
Teamstudio Delta allows developers and administrators to compare the
differences between two databases for both design elements and documents.
With Delta, they can quickly identify design changes between two versions of a
database in a visual side-by-side display.

• Determine if changes
were made to a production
application

• Identify what changed
between a known working
version and the production

Development without Delta...

Development with Delta...

Do you spend too much time trying to
identify the impact of a new Notes® Mail
template on your existing customized
version?

You can quickly identify all the changes you
made to the last template so you can apply
them to the new version.

database

If an application fails and you have
been unable to duplicate the problem in
development, you have no way, other
than searching line-by-line, to determine
if a change was made to the production
application.

Have your production documents ever
been inadvertently or maliciously modified,
leaving you desperate for a way to identify
the specific changes?

You can immediately check if any changes
were made to the production application,
and then move on to other solution
possibilities.

You can quickly identify what changed
between a known working version and the
production database, speeding problem
resolution.

Delta technology goes beyond providing comparisons of complete applications and
databases. In addition to the examples provided above, Delta can also be used
to examine two documents to produce a side by side visual comparison of the
differences between them.
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Teamstudio Delta shows the differences between two databases, either in design elements (top) or
documents (bottom).
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System Requirements

Windows®
Processor and memory specification per typical Notes or Domino application
Microsoft Windows 95/98/NT4/2000/XP (as supported by Notes) on Intel (x86) platforms
Lotus Notes® R4.x, R5.x, R6.x or R7.x

1-5-2 Higashiazabu
Minato-ku Tokyo 106-0044
Japan
Phone: +81 (0) 3 6230 0810

For more information please visit:

Fax: +81 (0) 3 6230 0811
contactusjapan@teamstudio.com

Who Is Teamstudio?
Teamstudio designs technologies that address IT governance requirements — with policies and best practices for control, compliance,
efficiency, and security within the Lotus Notes environment.
We call our approach “Just Enough Governance for Notes.”
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